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Outline: Feb 16

■ Finish: FM-index and practical read 
mapping
■ Today: link between “getting data” and 

“using data”
■ Introduce phylogenetic trees and 

evolutionary process of mutations

Notes:
• Remote edit new instructions on Piazza (and website)
• Welcome to use pandas (make sure it works on lab machines)



Lab 4 Notes



Notes about Lab 4
■ For the reverse BWT part (i.e. getting back the original string from the BWT), you 

should not be creating any additional data structures beyond what you needed for 
mapping a read

■ Optional: implement sorting the rotations (cyclic permutations) from the original 
string only
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Quick jump back to local alignment



From Lior Pachter’s
(professor at 
Caltech) blog

Feb. 15, 2018

1970



Practical Read Mapping



Credit: Dan Bolster (EBI)



Bowtie and BWA (posted reading)
■ First practical read aligners to use the Burrows-Wheeler Transform

Bowtie

BWA



Bowtie: exact matching
■ Figure 2 from the Bowtie paper: exactly what we have done in class, except exclusive of end-point

sp(a) ep(a)

Read: 'ggta'

sp(ta) ep(ta)sp(gta) ep(gta)

Equal (in this case), means no occurrences!
(for us, start > end means no occurrences)

=



Bowtie: inexact 
matching

Read: 'ggta'

Did not find the 
read, but we did 
find: 'ggtg'



Comparison of Bowtie and BWA



What comes after read-mapping?



Credit: Dan Bolster (EBI)



Variant calling: example of SAM “pileup”

Credit: Dan Bolster (EBI)



Variant calling: example of SAM “pileup”

Credit: Dan Bolster (EBI)



SAM -> BAM -> sorted BAM -> VCF

■ SAM: “Sequence Alignment/Map” file format

■ Shows the locations of every read alignment, as well as the quality scores of each 
base of the alignment

■ BAM: “Binary Alignment/Map” file format is a compressed version of SAM

■ Next step: we need to sort the SAM or BAM file by the start position of each 
alignment

■ Then we need to “call” the variation, finally giving us a VCF file

■ VCF file: “Variant Call Format” shows the position of each SNP in order (usually we 
have one file for each chromosome)



VCF file format

Credit: Dan Bolster (EBI)





Begin: using variation to reconstruct 
evolutionary events












